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Abstract: In literature, the conflict of learning a support vector machine for large datasets has been performed by splitting
the dataset into manageable sized “partitions” and training a sequential support vector machine on each of these partitions
separately to obtain local support vectors. However, this process invariably leads to the loss in classification accuracy as
global support vectors may not have been chosen as local support vectors in their respective partitions. We hypothesize that
retaining the original distribution of the dataset in each of the partitions can help solve this issue. Hence, we present DipSVM, a distribution preserving kernel support vector machine where the first and second order statistics of the entire dataset
are retained in each of the partitions. This helps in obtaining local decision boundaries which are in agreement with the
global decision boundary, thereby reducing the chance of missing important global support vectors. We show that Dip-SVM
achieves a minimal loss in classification accuracy among other distributed support vector machine techniques on several
benchmark datasets. We further exhibit that our way reduces communication overhead between partitions leading to faster
execution on large datasets and making it suitable for implementation in cloud environments.
Keywords: Big data, Distributed SVM, distribution preserving partitioning, clustering, distributed computing.
I. INTRODUCTION
Support vector machine is based on the statistical learn-in theory developed by vapnik et al. The core of training a support
vector machine (SVM) involves solving a quadratic programming problem which demands more computing power for large
datasets. Quadratic programming is a type of mathematical optimization problem which optimizes a quadratic function of
several variables subject to linear constraints on these variables. The quadratic programming problem solver separates support
vectors from the rest of the training data. For moderately sized datasets, support vector machine has long been used extensively
for classification and regression problems in many areas like genomics, e-commerce, computer vision, cyber security, etc. due
to its generalization capabilities. However, classification of high volume data in the form of text, images or videos into
meaningful classes using support vector machine is quite challenging Various implementations of SVM are available such as
LIBSVM , LS-SVM, SVM light and so on. LIBSVM is the most popular among them because it utilizes a highly optimized
quadratic solver. However, training a kernel SVM is still difficult for large datasets where the sample size reaches more than
one million instances. The bottleneck stems from the high computational cost and memory requirements of computing and
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storing the kernel matrix, which in general is not sparse. The time complexity for standard SVM training is O in 3 Þ and the
space complexity is O in 2 Þ, where n is the size of training dataset. This calls for a distributed approach for applying support
vector machine for large datasets. Distributed environments like a high-performance com-putting and cloud clusters are widely
used for solving data-intensive and time-consuming problems. However, sequential minimal optimization (SMO), the most
successful quadratic programming (QP) solver used extensively in SVM implementations cannot leverage the benefits of these
distributed environments because there is high dependency among the parameters used for optimization. So far, there is no true
parallel or distributed algorithm in literature that solves the constrained quadratic programming problem used to identify the
support vectors in the training data. The existing state-of-the-art approaches for approximate distribution of SVM training suffer
from significant loss of accuracy mainly because smaller partitions do not retain the distribution of the entire dataset, which
results in local separating hyper planes that may be completely contradictory to the global separating hyper plane. Further, few
of the existing approached do not rely on local support vectors and instead transfer all the data points to next level which leads
to very high communication overhead. The local support vectors (LSVs) are the sup-port vectors resulting from individual SVM
training over the smaller partitions (i.e., support vectors from local SVM models), while global support vectors (GSVs) are the
support vectors of final SVM model obtained by training over assembled local support vectors.
I.

BIG DATA

Big data is a term for data sets that are so large or complex that traditional data processing applications are inadequate to
deal with them. Challenges include analysis, capture, data duration, search, sharing, storage, transfer, visualization, querying,
updating and information privacy. The term "big data" often refers simply to the use of predictive analytics, user behavior
analytics, or certain other advanced data analytics methods that extract value from data, and seldom to a particular size of data
set.[2] "There is little doubt that the quantities of data now available are indeed large, but that’s not the most relevant
characteristic of this new data ecosystem. Analysis of data sets can find new correlations to "spot business trends, prevent
diseases, and combat crime and so on".[4] Scientists, business executives, practitioners of medicine, advertising and governments
alike regularly meet difficulties with large data-sets in areas including Internet search, finance, urban informatics, and business
informatics.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
F. Ahmad, S. Lee The efficiency of Map reduces is closely related to its load balance. Existing works on Map reduce load
balance focus on coarse-grained scheduling. This study concerns fine grained scheduling on Map reduces operations, with each
operation representing one invocation of the Map or Reduce function. By default, Map reduce adopts the hash based method to
schedule Reduce operations, which often leads to poor load balance. In addition, the copy phase of Reduce tasks overlaps with
Map tasks, which significantly hinders the progress of Map tasks due to I/O contention. Moreover, the three phases of Reduce
tasks run in sequence, while consuming Different resources, thereby underutilizing resources. To overcome these problems, we
introduce a set of mechanisms named OS4M (Operation Scheduling for Map reduce) to improve Map reduces performance.
OS4M achieves load balance by collecting statistics of all Map operations, and calculates a globally optimal schedule to
distribute Reduce operations.
A. Wang, D. Borthakur Data-intensive analytics on large clusters is important for modern Internet services. As machines
in these clusters have large memories, in-memory caching of inputs is an effective way to speed up these analytics jobs. The key
challenge, however, is that these jobs run multiple tasks in parallel and a job is sped up only when inputs of all such parallel
tasks are cached. Indeed, a single task whose input is not cached can slow down the entire job.
M. Balazinska, and M. D. Ernst The growing demand for large-scale data mining and data anal-yeses applications has led
both industry and academia to design new types of highly scalable data-intensive computing platforms. Map reduces and Dryad
are two popular platforms in which the dataflow takes the form of a directed acyclic graph of operators. These platforms lack
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built-in support for iterative programs, which arise naturally in many applications including data mining, web ranking, graph
analysis, model fitting, and so on. This paper presents Halloos, a modified version of the Hadoop Map Reduces framework that
is designed to serve these applications. Hadoop not only extends Map reduces with programming support for iterative
applications, it also dramatically improves their efficiency by making the task scheduler loop-aware and by adding various
caching mechanisms.
III. ARCHITECTURE OF PROPOSED SYSTEM
In software architecture includes modules as shown in below figure
•

Job scheduler

•

Map reducer

•

HDFS

•

Common utilities

Job scheduler: it is a computer application for controlling unattended background program execution of jobs.
Map reducer: it helps in parallel processing of large data sets.
HDFS (Hadoop distributed file system): it provides high throughput access to application data.
Common utilities: These are java libraries and utilities required by other Hadoop modules. These libraries provide file
system and OS level abstraction and contains the necessary java files and scripts (shell scripts) to start and stop Hadoop service.
In this architecture the client will performs the following jobs
•

Load input data into input DFS

•

Submit the required job

•

Extract input from output DFS.

The input from the client will receives by job scheduler to control unattended background program of execution jobs, the
map reducer will helps to perform parallel different large data sets of unstructured data into structured data and gives the high
throughput access the data as output.

Fig.1 Architecture of distributed support vector machine for big data
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IV. MODULES AND TECHNIQUES OF THE PROPOSED SYSTEM

A. Preprocessing


Data selection is defined as the process of determining the appropriate data type and source, as well as suitable
instruments to collect data.



Data preprocessing is a data mining technique that involves transforming raw data into an understandable format. Realworld data is often incomplete, inconsistent, and/or lacking in certain behaviors or trends, and is likely to contain many
errors.



Data preprocessing prepares raw data for further processing.



Data preprocessing is used database-driven applications such as customer relationship management and rule-based
applications (like neural networks).



Partitioning is the creation of one or more regions on a hard disk or other secondary storage, so that an operating
system can manage information in each region separately.



Partitioning is typically the first step of preparing a newly manufactured disk, before any files or directories have been
created.



Partition is a section of the hard drive that is separated from other segments. Partitions help enable users to divide a
computer hard drive into different drives or different portions for a number of reasons.

Fig.2 Processing of structured data sets
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Fig.3 Partitioning of data sets

A. K-MEANS


Clustering can be considered the most important unsupervised learning problem; so, as every other problem of this
kind, it deals with finding a structure in a collection of unlabeled data.



A loose definition of clustering could be “the process of organizing objects into groups whose members are similar in
some way”.

Fig.4 Analyzing of data sets

A cluster is therefore a collection of objects which are “similar” between them and are “dissimilar” to the objects belonging to
other clusters.
C. DIP-SVM


Classification is a data mining function that assigns items in a collection to target categories or classes. The goal of
classification is to accurately predict the target class for each case in the data.



Data classification is the process of organizing data into categories for its most effective and efficient use.



A well-planned data classification system makes essential data easy to find and retrieve.
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Fig.5 Death Prediction

Fig.6 Bar chart of Accident Detection

V. CONCLUSION
While distributed SVMs have generally proven to be much faster than sequential SVMs on large datasets, loss of
classification performance and high communication overhead are still challenging issues. Through Dip-SVM, we aimed at
solving both these issues by introducing a distribution preserving kernel SVM approach for a distributed environment. It was
empirically shown that preserving the first and second order statistics of the entire dataset in each of the partitions helped in
obtaining local support vectors which were shown to be in agreement with the global decision boundary. This also helped the
proposed approach to achieve comparable classification performance to a sequential SVM while having the computational gains
of a distributed approach on bench-mark datasets. A comparison with state-of-the-art distributed approaches revealed that owing
to the better distribution of data, Dip-SVM performs at-par or better on all the datasets tested.
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